
FORM FOR PRE-PURCHASE OF GEDDIT COIN 

 

For now, Geddit AS ("Seller") will pre-sell a total of 500 million Geddit Coins. 

Please note that Geddit Coin has not been fully developed yet, and that the money from the 
pre-sale will be used for the completion of Geddit Coin and subsequently the completion of the 
3.0 platform to which Geddit Coin is connected. 

For more information about Geddit Coin, please see the light paper found on 
www.gedditcoin.com. Please take specific note of the Disclaimer contained in the light paper, 
including that Geddit Coin is not a financial instrument and does not grant rights beyond what is 
explicitly mentioned in the light paper. 

Signing the pre-purchase form means that the undersigned ("Buyer") undertakes to purchase a 
number of Geddit Coins for the total amount indicated by the Buyer in the form. The amount 
shall be transferred to the seller after the form for pre-purchase of Geddit Coin has been 
completed, signed and sent to the Seller.  

The Seller reserves the right to reject any pre-purchase without any further justification. The 
Buyer is made particularly aware that pre-purchases that have not been paid may not be taken 
into account. 

When purchasing Geddit Coin during the pre-sale, the Buyer is obliged to comply with the lock-up 
period. This means that the Buyer undertakes not to sell Geddit Coins for a certain period of time.  

The lock-up period is as follows: 

               

6   month anniversary of the listing date     1/4th of the Geddit Coins 

12 month anniversary of the listing date     1/4th of the Geddit Coins 

18 month anniversary of the listing date     1/4th of the Geddit Coins 

24 month anniversary of the listing date     1/4th of the Geddit Coins 
 

 
Please see the lightpaper on gedditcoin.com for complete description of the lock-up period.  
 
Privacy Notice: gedditcoin.com 
 

https://a9c47a08-f268-4445-bb9a-8b6dc7701132.filesusr.com/ugd/35dd3e_79867359f978425c878ea25f3e6557cb.pdf

